Ever since vessels were first made from clay, clothing from
wool, and metal used to create precious objects, makers have
been inspired by the past. Evoking the centuries-old story of
craftsmanship and making, they have looked to vernacular
traditions and been influenced by their cultural heritage as
well as contemporary developments in their chosen discipline.
As Paul Greenhalgh has observed, ‘to engage with many of the
craft practices directly is literally to be touching history.’1 But
what if that history is also the story of your own family and its
traditions? The aim of Generation is to explore how generational
relationships shape a distinctive and unique narrative.
In a year where our understanding of the climate crisis has
sharpened, this exhibition hopes to encourage debate on the importance of
making by focusing on individuals who are custodians of a familial tradition of
creativity. The designer-makers participating in Generation both continue and
reinvent the legacy of previous generations, imbuing their work with a rich lineage
and history of creative endeavour. All have a deep involvement in craft practice
and a respect for what has been made in the past. As tradition is not static but in
constant development, they reinforce the importance of generational skills and
attitudes to making in the contemporary world. Generation tells the individual
stories and personal histories of makers whose studio practices and workshops
are rooted in their DNA. It explores the different ways in which their ancestors
have inspired them and invites us to consider how their particular heritage has
challenged them in new and unexpected ways.
Mark Campden’s story is one of lifelong creativity and the retention
of valuable skills passed down by his father Edgar Campden who was a key
member of the famous Aldermaston Pottery. For over 30 years, Edgar worked
closely with Alan Caiger-Smith, who was responsible for reviving the art of
painted tin glaze earthenware (majolica) and the specialist technique of reduced
pigment lustre. Now in possession of his father’s treasured notes, Mark’s own
practice is shaped by a challenging legacy as he negotiates the responsibility of
retaining an endangered skill.
Glass artist Róisín de Buitléar has found her own voice through
her choice of material and subject matter, which also reflects her cultural roots.
Growing up with her father, musician, filmmaker and wildlife expert Éamon de
Buitléar, she learned how to develop and articulate the value of having a personal
voice and creative vision.
For Katharine West, the value placed on ‘looking’ was an intrinsic
part of her early artistic development. Her mother Margaret Irwin West, a
recognised painter, print-maker and member of Aosdána, informed her visual
sense as did her grandfather H.E. West, a painter who made exquisite copies of
the works of old Dutch masters. Growing up surrounded by easels and tubs of
paint, creativity was considered fundamental to existence, as was the notion that
making matters, regardless of the form it may take. This familial philosophy is also
seen in the wood-turned vessels made by her brother, Richard West.
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Daniel Charny has said that ‘knowledge cannot be transferred
solely through the sharing of information; it must be kept alive and passed
on through the experience of making.’2 Ryan Connolly’s father established a
furniture business in 1969 making domestic furniture. Ryan now has his own
workshop where he makes bespoke and edition works on the grounds of his
father’s business. This proximity, the continuing support of a family business
and an inherited value system has helped shape his personal narrative. Mario
Sierra carries on the traditions of both his mother and grandmother. Working
with looms originally used by his Norwegian-born grandmother, the influential
textile designer Gerd Hay-Edie, he continues to develop contemporary textiles
while drawing on a rich repository of his family’s design archives. In reinterpreting archival pieces, Mourne Textiles draws on its past to help shape its
design narrative.
For Álla Sinkevich, a sense of place permeates her creative
exploration and understanding of materials, which is deeply rooted in her
upbringing in northern Ukraine. Her relationship with inherited handcrafted
family objects, such as traditional felt boots, also influences her work. Álla
applies her cultural heritage in unexpected ways, employing traditional craft
skills, processes and materials in a new, modern context. Cara Murphy’s work
also draws from a sense of place, which quietly reflects her parents Michael and
Deirdre McCrory’s passion for the landscape and speaks of her own relationship
with craft, the environment and her family. Drawing on her parents’ silversmithing
and enamelling skills, and working closely beside them, has had an enduring
influence on her practice. This tradition now continues with her daughter Caitlin
who currently studies silversmithing and jewellery at Glasgow School of Art.
Knife-maker Hugo Byrne’s creative process is driven by a deep understanding
of the skills of making which provide a self-determination that enables him to
contribute form to the world around him. His confidence to explore and embrace
experimentation comes from his designer-maker parents Mary Nagle and Mike
Byrne. His work is stoically functional yet filled with an exploratory energy that a
process-driven practice demands.
All those featured in Generation exhibit a set of shared values, in
particular a commitment to making and a continuation of a creative, curious,
problem-solving mindset inherited from the previous generation. But their
individual stories also offer a fascinating glimpse into the different ways in which
familial legacy and heritage can be interpreted. These narratives live on through
the objects themselves, wrapped up in the materials, processes and tools, to be
uncovered by our attention.

